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1. Get on track: objectives and 

description

OBJECTIVES

• Support start-ups and entrepreneurs to optimize their business model and
commercialization strategy

• Organize 4 business couching events for the selected 32 most promising start-
ups and entrepreneurs

• Follow-up and support to facilitate business model development of the
companies

Description of the service

This service helps early-stage companies, start-ups and entrepreneurs to optimize
their business model and commercialization strategy in a training boot-camp session.
Startups present their business idea to experienced eHealth professionals. The experts
give each company tailored feedback and coaching focusing on the solution,
team, market, business model, legal issues, and execution. They also share their
knowledge about successful eHealth companies, experienced investors, ecosystem
contacts, and clinical experts. The service will combine an event with periodic
follow-up from the organizers.

In some cases, the initiative will be held as a satellite of a major conference, in order
to have synergies and be more attractive to presenters and public. It is expected
that more than 40 parties request to participate in each event, with 8-10 of them
selected, being the limit the capacity of the venue to host parallel sessions in a
productive way (ie. with enough meeting rooms, or without disturbing the other
sessions if done in the same room). Before the event, the selected entrepreneurs will
send additional information regarding their business, including web site, to motivate
the public to attend.

Through the networking events included in the service, the start-ups and
entrepreneurs will get a broader view of the market, develop their networks of
industry contacts, and come out with new ideas for their businesses. During the
meetings and later, it will be fostered that experts invited to the ´breakout sessions´
will develop a closer relationship with the entrepreneurs

At the end of a Get on track event the participating SME’s and entrepreneurs have:

• a clear vision on the improvement potential for their current business model

• insight in the most appropriate innovation route towards sustainable financing

• a strategy on how to convince the stakeholders involved
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2.
Service

set-up

2.1 Set-up

At first project consortium defined the communication channels and model for
recruiting the SMEs. The events are promoted online using the project website and
social media. Recruiting of entrepreneurs and start-ups is done through the
consortium partners own media channels and media channels from collaborating
partners. Get on track events have been actively promoted through eHealth
associations, leaders of partner´s chapters, ecosystems activists, start-up
accelerators, and entrepreneur networks. All consortium partner promoted the
events within their networks. The promotion of the events started aprox 2 months
prior to the event start date.

The recruitment criteria for entrepreneurs and start-ups is presented in a following
section 2.2. The essential part of consortium set-up was to ensure the availability of
top-level experts to participate as moderators. Partners responsible for Get on track
events identified a pool of collaboration partners and recruited them to give
coaching in the events. Through the contacts with high level eHealth experts a
diverse team of experts was recruited. Also the selection process for the experts is
explained in 2.2.

All partners scanned and evaluated suitable e-health conferences and the best
possible e-health conferences was selected to collaborate with. Discussions with
the selected ehealth event organisers was started several months before the event
date.
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2.
Service

set-up

2.2 Recruitment

• Criteria

• Recruiting criteria for start-ups and 
entrepreneurs

• Recruiting criteria for eHealth experts

To enable highest possible impact for Get on track service we defined clear eligible
and evaluation criteria both for start-ups and entrepreneurs.

ENTREPRENEURS AND START-UPS

We established two categories for recruitment of the target group:

• Entrepreneurs: without VAT number but with a prototype or pilot concept

• SMEs: with VAT number and a business concept launched within past two
years.

Prior to acceptance for the event we asked them for:

• Elevator pitch

• Description of the solution

• Team of work

• The market

• Business model

• Execution

The experts providing business coaching were divided into two categories: business
moderators and clinical moderators. Experts were divided into two categories
based on their professional background.

Business moderators: experienced eHealth entrepreneurs, CEOs, investors, and
consultants. Also experts on relevant regulations related to eHealth.

Clinical moderators: Medical doctors who has experience on eHealth field or are
motivated to support the development of new eHealth solutions.

We also aimed to recruit experts would have a personal interest to contribute Get
on track service and thus be highly motivated to help entrepreneurs.
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2.
Service

set-up

2.2 Recruitment

• Criteria

• Recruiting criteria for start-ups and 
entrepreneurs

• Recruiting criteria for eHealth experts

EHEALTH EXPERTS

Recruited eHealth experts provide coaching for the attendees of Get on track
service.

Moderators have been personally contacted to participate. Main motivators to
participate are:

• Get to know a selection of promising eHealth projects in an agile compact
format.

• Have a close interaction with the most interesting for them.

• Obtain networking and collaboration opportunities.

• Receive visibility and recognition as relevant stakeholders in the field.
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2.3 Communication strategy

The events are promoted online using the project website and social media. Where
relevant, the events are also disseminated using the own media channels of the
partners and also from collaborating partners.

The promotion of the events starts approximately 2 months prior to the event date,
and is monitored throughout the process. Each of the GET partners announces the
events to their own network to reach SMEs and startups through social media and
newsletters. Once interested, the SMEs are invited to sign-up for the event using a
registration form specifically created for each event.

The communication strategy includes open dissemination combined with targeted
messages to promising contacts. Partners produced the content explaining the
service. Personalized emails were first sent to relevant contacts within the networks
of the GET partners.

In parallel, partners launched a dissemination campaign, involving (general and
specialized) traditional media, web and blog publishers, and social networks
informing about the service and facilitating contact. Besides, the project web
portal enables to receive periodic updates to those that sign for a devoted mailing
list.

The research and dissemination work described in this task are executed in periodic
waves, with the objective to maximize its effectiveness but without saturating the
targets.

As an exampe, for the Get on track event in Finland two campaing mails were sent,
reaching over 250 people. We also distributed the campaign via our partner
organisations in Finland in four major cities, Tampere, Turku, Kuopio, and Oulu. We
also contacted the most important start-up communities in Finland to ask them for
help to promote the event. Healthy Tuesday, HealthSpa, Aalto Start-up center, Start
Up Sauna and Finnish Serious Games disseminated the campaign emails. The event
was also promoted through the Forum Virium and GET project websites. eHealth
organisations in Estonia, Denmark, and Sweden were contacted, and they
promoted event in their national networks.

2.
Service

set-up
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Service

set-up

2.4 Methodology

The prototypical structure of a ´Get on track´ event is:

Before the event entrepreneurs have to submit a 2 pager about their project, with
the following information:

• Description of the solution
• Team of work
• The market
• Business model
• Execution

At the event, the selected entrepreneurs have 5 minutes to pitch in front of the vent
audience. Invited public will be a mixture of eHealth stakeholders, Venture Capital,
Business experts (eg. From MBA schools, accelerators and incubators), patients and
other actors in Health. Where applicable, depending on venue and logistics, also
the main eHealth event audience could attend the events. Current contacts and
several dissemination channels were pro-actively used to attract wide attention to

each event. A special effort was made to encourage the participation of
stakeholders with an interest in becoming advisors or business angels of the
companies.

After the pitch presentations public splits in groups of 8-10 according to their
interests, and joins a ´breakout session´ together with the entrepreneur and a
moderator. The moderator is in charge in making sure that the meeting is focused
and that everybody contributes. The sessions run in parallel and last 90 minutes.

At the breakout session, the company starts informing in more detail about their
business model, current team, innovation and commercialization strategy.
Entrepreneurs are advised to be well prepared for the sessions, and focus only one
or two key issues in their business model.

Attendees then exchange suggestions, resources and potential useful contacts to
accelerate business development. In particular, weak points and potential limiting
factors (in planning, resources or skills) will be highlighted. Of special interest were
the identification of ´market niches´ (local or foreign) or go-to-market strategies that
may speed up commercialization.

After the breakout sessions all the participants share the conclusions of the session
with the assembly audience. The moderators explained in front of the public the
highlights and main conclusions of the meetings. After the closure, there was a time
for networking.

2.
Service

set-up
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Service

set-up

2.5 Events

Get on track service provides four business coaching events:

1st in Spain, November 28th, 2013

2nd in Finland, June 10th, 2014

3rd in the Netherlands, October 20th-21st, 2014

4th in the UK, TBC, 2015

Each of these events are a localised version of the prototypical structure event
presented above. Each event is tailored to best benefit local eHealth
entrepreneurs and SMEs in the possible way. Differences in business environment,
ecosystem and project partners networks between the countries are considered
when the structure of event is defined.

2.
Service

set-up
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3.1 Activities undertaken

• Get on track - Spain

First Get on track event – Spain

The event in Spain was a satellite event of the eVIA’s annual assembly. The
recruiting, the dissemination and the organization in the venue were done in

collaboration with the eVIA.

The event was divided in three different parts.

First: All the selected SMEs and entrepreneurs pitched their solutions in five minutes
in front of the assembly audience.

Second: After the pitches the experts were divided into four working groups -that
had two sessions of feedback, one for each participant-, and they went to the
different rooms. The participants then had the opportunity to made a wider
presentation about their business model and the commercialization of the product
to have the expert feedback from the members of the group.

Third: Once the two sessions of work ended, all the participants returned to the
main room to share the conclusions of the workshops with the assembly audience.

3.
Service

execution
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Second Get on track event – Finland

Get on track event in Finland took place in collaboration with the Upgraded Life
Festival. The festival was organised for the first time by a very active local eHealth

society. As the key idea of the festival is to bring together Healthcare professionals,
entrepreneurs, investors, and academics it was an excellent partner for the Get on
track service delivery.

3.1 Activities undertaken

• Get on track - Finland3.
Service

execution
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The Fill the gap action was divided into three parts:

First: All the entrepreneurs and start-ups pitched their solution in five minutes in front
of the audience. There was time for two-three questions after each pitch.

Second: After the pitch session experts were divided into 4 teams in a private
meeting rooms. Entrepreneurs had c. 25 minutes to make a more detailed
presentation about their business model and get feedback and coaching from four
expert teams. Each team had similar type of experts and the teams were provided
with an ice breaker question to guide discussions around the area of their expertise:

Team 1: What should or should not I do with my business model?

Team 2: How do I know I’m on the right path?

Team 3: How do I find and satisfy my customers?

Team 4: What the ”SYSTEM” can do for my business?

Due to time restriction all entrepreneurs could not discuss with all the four teams.
However, couching sessions were scheduled based on the company profile to best
meet the current needs of a start-up.

Third: After the 3-4 individual coaching sessions, all the participants returned to the
conference room to share and discuss main points from coaching sessions.

3.1 Activities undertaken

• Get on track - Finland3.
Service

execution
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3.2 Follow-up of the companies

FINLAND
All participating entrepreneurs are regularly informed about relevant events,
contacts, trainings and potential business opportunities. Three months after the

event, all participants were contacted. We discussed about their needs and the
local GET partner aims to provide them tailor made support. Some of the
participants plan to apply for the Get funded service as well.

SPAIN
After the event, the local GET partner has followed up with the entrepreneurs and
SMEs. All of them received several mails with useful information about courses,
opportunities in Spain and abroad, accelerators programs and competitions. Some
of them took part in the activities and courses, and most of them expressed
personally their gratitude for all the effort towards them.

3.
Service

execution

Service Follow up to Spanish projects

Get on Track

 Invitation to the call for SMEs from Top Seed Labs accelerator 

(Emprendex's SMEs had advantage if the applied)

 Health 2 Market course

 "Innovating in healthcare" MOOC from Harvard university

 eHealth Awards 2014. Competition of eHealth Summer 

University of France

 FICHe open call for proposals
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4.
Results

4.1 Feed-back received

SPAIN
The following days after the event, a questionnaire was sent to all participants
(experts, participants and moderators). We got response from 17 people and here

are their general impressions of the event:

• 7 Participants

• 6 Moderators

• 4 Experts

Their answers were all between 4 and 5. Participants were very satisfied with the
workshops. Most of comments were positive and we received some advices to
improve in other edition (e.g. they suggested to sign a confidential agreement with
the moderators and experts).

FINLAND

Feedback Survey

At the following week after the event all participants received a questionnaire to
evaluate the event. We got eight anonymous responses from 22 participants
(response rate 36 %). We did not sent a reminder about the questionnaire because
the Finnish summer holiday season started at the same week. The questionnaire was
sent in Finnish as all participants could understand the language. At the event two
entrepreneurs preferred to use English as their ‘working language’.

Participants evaluated the usefulness of the event at the scale from 1 to 5. In the
both feedback surveys in Finland and Spain all respondents evaluated event 4
‘useful’ or 5 ‘very useful’.
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4.
Results

4.2 Lessons learnt

We have gathered feedback both formally and informally from the two already
events in Spain and Finland.

Related to Get on track format and organization of the events we have learnt a

some valuable lessons. We did carefully select the best possible entrepreneurs for
the events, but we should have informed them in more detail how to prepare for
their participation. We should emphasize more how important it is to be well
prepared for the consultation sessions. The entrepreneur should have as clearly as
possible the problems or challenges he or she wants to discuss with the experts.
Within such a limited time frame there is no time vagueties. It is important to go
straight to the point, and focus on one or two main issues related to their business.

Based on the feedback from the Finnish attendees, 25 minutes for a single breakout
session is very short time. In the Get on track event in Netherlands we will have
considerable longer time slots for the sessions. On the other hand, it is very
challenging to commit high level experts work longer than half a day on a

voluntary basis. The expert input is crucial for the successful of the service, and we
need to cooperate with them so it is a win-win deal for all the stakeholders in the
long run.

Some entrepreneurs in the early stages of business development were afraid to
share the details of their business model without a confidential agreement signed.
Especially the entrepreneurs without a pilot or a commercial ready go-to-market
product or service were afraid to offer valuable information about their new ideas.
In order to tackle this, in the most of the cases, over cautious attitude we should try
to emphasize that the experts are on entrepreneurs side. We will also provide
information about the confidentiality topic before the event to all attendees.
Probably it is better approach to build more confidentiality between the
entrepreneurs and experts´, than require a confidentiality agreement which can
distort the logistics of the event.

One of the most encouriging feedback is that follow up after the event is very
valuable for start-ups. Specially courses, accelerators programmes and activities
related to their field that can help them grow and reach the next level in their
business.
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4.
Results

4.3 Conclusions

The event format is very efficient way to transfer cumulated eHealth business
experience to benefit new entrepreneurs. It provides participants an opportunity to
get in touch with relevant contacts, stakeholders and experts in their field. Even a
relatively short meeting with a motivated mentor can provide very valuable
feedback and advices. These new insights and possible corrections to business
model may significantly improve chances for successful market entry. Especially
SMEs who had a clear business concept and those who are entering into a new
market felt that they got a very valuable feedback and guiding for the next steps
on their business.

Most of attendees have been satisfied that they could get a wide variety of support
and feedback to their business in an efficient way in a short time period. Especially
for the entrepreneurs, business model fine tuning with experienced experts has
helped them to improve their product and test the maturity of their business model.

As experts work on voluntary basis it is important that there is a mutual benefit for

both fresh entrepreneurs and experts. This has been the case as many of the
experts have commented the events as an interesting and satisfying opportunity to
share their cumulated experience. Especially seasoned CEOs feel it satisfying
mentoring opportunity when a quick breakout session helps fresh entrepreneurs
benefit from their lessons learned over the years.
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5.
Outcomes 

expected

Get on track service leverages the success opportunities of eHealth entrepreneurs
and start-ups. The GET on track service directly helps 16 start-ups and 16
entrepreneurs to fine tune their business models. After the first project year 6
entrepreneurs and 9 start-ups have successfully participated to the service.
Whether participants have just started with a good idea or new technology, or
whether they already have a product in the early stage participating to Get on
track service help them to tackle the typical challenges in the early stage of
development.

It is very difficult to define which part of success exactly takes place due to Get on
track service. However, based on a positive feedback from the attendees we can
be quite sure that the progress and benefits initiated by Get on track service are
real and concrete. We are also happy to see that many of attending companies
have taken significant steps on their way to global market. For example, a Finnish
webcam yoga solution Yoogaia just raised funding of 500 000 euro to launch a
global online home yoga service. This kind of positive news feed the the insigth that
business coaching in the early phase of development can substantially help the
companies to take the next steps.

Get on track service also encourages and supports participants already at an early
stage to “think European” and “think global’. The cross pollination of ideas beyond
national borders will stimulate innovative solutions, and improvement to existing
products and services. Early exposure to other European and international success
models will also help them tailor their own strategy for commercialization, ready for
international markets.

Through the networking events included in the service, the start-ups and
entrepreneurs get a broader view of the market, develop their networks of industry
contacts, and come out with new ideas for their businesses.
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Annexes

Annex 1: Report EMPRENDEX 

Annex 2: Get on track Finland @  Upgraded Life Festival
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Annex 1:

Report EMPRENDEX

[WP2 Get on track]
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Index

This report provides an overview of the ‘Emprendex, emprende con expertos’ session
held at the eVIA 2013 General Assembly, on 28th November 2013.

This event marked the beginning of the WP2 GET on track.

The report is structured as follows:

• Agenda

• Participants

• Recruitment

• Methodology

• Photos

• Conclusions

• Feedback

This report was compiled by TICBioMed.
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Agenda

Name of the event
Emprendex, emprende con expertos

Date
28 Nov

Place
Fundación ONCE Madrid (Spain)
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Participants

Entrepreneur Web

@clubdelpaseo http://clubdelpaseo.blogspot.com.es/

DATASALUD http://www.datasalud.es/

MedBravo http://www.medbravo.org/

Proyecto Lazarus http://talentums.com/lazarus/

SME Web

ACCITYMAPS http://www.accitymaps.es/

HEALTHTECH http://www.healthtech.es/

mHealthAlert http://www.mhealthalert.com/

Universal Health

Services,s.l.
http://medwhat.com/

• 4 Entrepreneurs

• 4 SMEs

• 8 Business 
moderators

• 8 Clinical
moderators

• 39 business
experts

List of entrepreneurs and SMEs

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://clubdelpaseo.blogspot.com.es/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy29XT_Ig2wJYZ8Ep0vWYtVr3GHSRSw
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.datasalud.es/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy2_2TZN7Emj2mbYN6CReJMxVUnAkyw
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.medbravo.org/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy2-bibwZ--1ASC8X-GEeZTGYLwhEbQ
http://talentums.com/lazarus/
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.accitymaps.es/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy2_KV4BRS2aPqsQedAiVMPNAa0GI-g
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.healthtech.es/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy2_N2Skxn2nAyymkin9CoQ-hIQELAw
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.mhealthalert.com/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy2-lVpFVhUl6fk7ADuh4P9ORi2GZZA
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://medwhat.com/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy298cvX3XmEYQatpVtp6FmCND16DzQ
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Participants

• 4 Entrepreneurs

• 4 SMEs

• 8 Business 
moderators

• 8 Clinical
moderators

• 39 business
experts

List of moderators

Name Type of moderator

Carlos García Molina Clinical

Esteban de Manuel Keenoy Clinical

Ferran L. Tognetta Clinical

Jesús Hernández Galán Clinical

José Francisco Ávila de Tomás Clinical

Maider Hormaeche Mijangos Clinical

Pablo Serrano Balazote Clinical

Salvador Maroto Martín Clinical

Rafael Navajo Garrido Business

Paloma Castellano Business

David Pascual Portela Business

Francesco D. Sandulli Business

Javier Alcalá Esterlcih Business

Javier Berlana Mingo Business

Magda Rosenmoller Business

Manuel Vallina Pérez Business
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Participants

• 4 Entrepreneurs

• 4 SMEs

• 8 Business 
moderators

• 8 Clinical
moderators

• 39 business
experts

List of experts

Experts

Alberto Gómez

Alejandro Delgado, Bizup

Ana Arroyo Hernández

Ángel Barrera Nieto, ADIPER

Antonio Carrión, Carrión y Asociados

Antonio Martínez

Antonio González, Wakeapphealth

Carlos Marcos Suárez

Carlos Mateos, Comsalud

César Alonso Peña

David Barbero, Gest Innovaide

David de Mena García, Primum Heatlth

Elena Pierna, Periodista especializada en salud

Gómez Fernández-Quintanilla, SANITAS

Gonzalo Tradacete, Faraday

Jesús Collado García, Cruz Roja 

José Antonio Zamora, Smart Apps

José Manuel Cruz, the Magic Fly

José Manuel Pérez, Telefónica

Juan Carbonell Morales, MERCK

Juan Sánchez

Julián Andújar Pérez

Luis Ballestero,Calua.tv

Luis Reigosa, Cets

Manuel Fernández, Universidad Europea de Madrid

Manuel Vallina, HIMSS

María Paz Iglesias Casarrubios, 

Mario Piattini, Universidad de Castilla la Mancha

Marisol Mayoral, malabars

Melania Blanco, Grupo Santander

Miguel López, Grupo Santander

Nieves Zapata Picón, ADIPER

Óscar Vela, Clínica Creativa

Pablo Gómez Fernández-Quintanilla

Rosario Nieto, ADIPER

Salvador López, Grupo Santander

Sara Fernández, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

Sergio Alcalde, Solusoft

Vicente Luis Gil, CIGNA Salud
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Recruitment

To start the recruitment process, first we define the criteria to
select the participants.

We established two categories for recruitment:

• Entrepreneurs: without VAT number but with a
prototype or pilot concept

• SMEs: with VAT number and a business concept
launched within the past two years.

Then we designed the form to collect all the information.

We asked them for:

• Elevator pitch

• Description of the solution

• Team of work

• The market

• Business model

• Execution

We sent 3 mailing campaings to different lists to reach more
than 1.000 people. Our partner in this event, eVIA , did the
same with their lists.

Also we contacted with the most important Start-up online
community in Spain to ask them for help to disseminate the
event and they did it.

Through twitter we contacted directly with some SMEs
interested in participate and we spread the word with the
help of our followers that retweeted our tweets.

We got 54 applicants.

The recruitment
process were

between 8th 
october and 30th 
october through
different media:

• Mailing

• Web news

• Twitter
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Methodology

This event was a satellite event of the eVIA’s annual
assembly. They help us with the recruiting, the dissemination
and the organization in the venue.

The event was divided in three different parts.

First, all the selected SMEs and entrepreneurs pitched their
solutions in five minutes in front of the assembly audience.

After the pitches, the experts were divided into four working
groups -that had two sessions of feedback, one for each
participant-, and they went to the different rooms. The
participants then had the opportunity to made a wider
presentation about their business model and the
commercialization of the product to have the expert
feedback from the members of the group.

Once the two sessions of work ended, all the participants
returned to the main room to share the conclusions of the
workshops with the assembly audience.

Before the lunch time, Bolt and Everis announced the winners
of the awards. The surprise was that Bolt choosed two winners
from the participants.

The three awarded companies were @clubdelpaseo with the
Everis prize and MedWhat and Project Lazarus with the Bolt
prize.

The evet were
divided in three

different parts:

• Pitches

• Working group
session

• Conclusions
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Methodology

We reached 39 elegible participants from the 54 applicants.
The results were:

• 14 entrepreneurs

• 25 SMEs

Once the time for collecting information finished, we
separated the two categories into different tables to let the
moderators choose their top 4 from each list. We organized a
voting process and give them access to the information
collected.

For the voting system we created a spreadsheet and share it
with Google Docs. Only four had to be scored in descending
order (4 points for the first option and 1 for the last option).

Moderators were
invited to select

the top 8 
solutions to
present their
technology in 
front of the
audience.
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Methodology

From the begining of the innitiative, two big companies show
their interest in giving prizes for two participants.

This action increased the atraction of the applicants and for
us were a nice “shelling proposal”.

This were the prizes:

BOLT Accelerator

Offered an accelerate for one participant
with their mentoring program and seed
funding for start-ups.

EVERIS

Offered a continous coaching for one
participant and give them the opportunity to
participate in Everis Innitiatives program.

Bolt Accelerator were offering a free access to their
mentoring programme for start-ups and we gave them the
chance to select one solution from the elegible participants
list to get into the short-list directly.

Everis had the chance to put two moderators from their
company: one clinical and other from business. They
attended to the event and they choose their winner to be
announced.

We had two
awards for the

best solutions
presented. Also
and extra prize
was given during
the event.
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Methodology

To organize the workshops, we did two rounds of working
groups: first at 10.30 and the second one at 12.15.

We tried to match each moderator with his/her highest
scored company in the same working group.

With the list of experts, we tried to distributed them attending
to their field of work

Entrepreneurs working groups distribution

SMEs working groups distribution

We distributed 
the work groups 

regarding to the 
scores
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Photos

Some of the
pictures taken

during the event.
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Conclusions

The event format was dinamic and very fluent. The
participants had the opportunity to get in touch with
relevant contacts, stakeholders and experts in their fields to
have a chat and received valuable feedback from them
about their projects.

Most of them were very interested in receiving more
information and news about other initiatives linked to the
GET Project.

As most of the experts and moderators said to us during the
coffee break, the opportunity to be there and give
feedback to the entrepreneurs and SMEs was a “very
positive experience”.

For entrepreneurs, the workshop has helped them to
improve their product, to test the maturity of their
technology and most important: to have the opportunity to
hear different business opinions about it.

The worst part of the event were the lack of time in the
workshops. The 60 minutes of each workshop were very little
to approach to all topics. The special emphasis in the
business model was very helpful, but also were interesting
the commercialization and the execution.

All the companies that applied for this event seemed very
compromised and the acceptance of the workshop
proposal let us know this is a good point to push the eHealth
market and its grow from the very beginning.

For the experts 
and moderators, 

the opportunity 
to be there and 
give feedback to 
the entrepreneurs 
and SMEs was a 
“very positive 
experience”
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Feedback

We got response from 17 people and this are their general
impressions of the event:

• 7 Participants

• 6 Moderators

• 4 Experts

Their answers were between 4 and 5 all of them. This are the
results of each group (average of the overall scores)

The participants were very satisfied with their workshops.
Most of comments are positive and we received a couple of
advices to improve in other edition (e.g. they suggested to
sign a confidential deal with the moderators and experts).

The participants, 
moderators and 

experts give a 
score of 4,5 out of 
5 in the general 
impresión of the
event.
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Annex 2:

Get on track Finland @  

Upgraded Life Festival

[WP2 Get on track]
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Agenda

Name of the event
Get on track Finland

Date
11th June 2014

Place
Open Innovation House, Espoo, Finland

12.30 -13.00 Buffet lunch and networking

• 13.00 Welcome and experts 

introduction, Development Director, Forum 

Virium Helsinki , Roope Ritvos

• Get project presentation, Project 

Manager, Forum Virium Helsinki, Jaakko Ikävalko

• Expert panelists introduce themselves 

• 13.30-14.00 Five minutes pitch by each 

company

• 14.00 – 15.45 Entrepreneurs individual 

consulting sessions with the experts. 

Approximately 20-30 minutes time 

slots.

• 15.45-16.00 Shared comments and 

wrap-up
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Participants

Entrepreneur Web

Adelmann Healthcare

Solutions

www.arcticstartup.com/companies/ad

elmann-healthcare-solutions

HVO Finland www.hyvinvointi-online.fi

SME Web

Newolo www.newolo.com

Turvallinen koti www.turvallinenkoti.fi

Yoogaia
www.yoogaia.com

Oppifi www.oppi.fi

Extensive Life www.extensivelife.com

• 2 Entrepreneurs

• 5 SMEs

• 7 Business 
moderators

• 3 Clinical
moderators

• 1 
Development
moderator

• Audience 10-
15

Eight start-ups and entrepreneurs were invited to take part in the
Get on track event on Upgraded Life Festival. 

List of entrepreneurs and SMEs

• Pasi Heiskanen, Managing Director,  Adelmann Healtcare Solutions

• Philippe Santraine, Managing Director, Newolo

• Arimo Koivisto, Managing Director, Turvallinen koti

• Remberto Martinez, Managing Director, Extensive Life 

• Henri Mehto, Founder, HVO Finland

• Ilkka Tiainen, CEO, Founder, Oppifi

• Mikko Petäjä, CEO, Founder, Yoogaia

• Juho Juutilainen, Creative Director, Newolo
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Participants

• 2 Entrepreneurs

• 5 SMEs

• 7 Business 
moderators

• 3 Clinical
moderators

• 1 
Development
moderator

• Audience 10-
15

List of experts

Name Type of moderator

Jouni Lounasmaa
eHealth consultant / 

Stompwell

Henri Hietala
Manager / Nordic

Healthcare Group

Tapio Jokinen CEO / Medixine

Juha Vapaavuori
Senior Lead / Corporate

Investments / Sitra

Jussi Salonen
Specialist / Corporate

Investments / Sitra

Teemu Haapala
eHealth consultant / 

Design / Stompwell

Jari Välijärvi
eHealth consultant / 

Design / Stompwell

Terhi Kajaste
Managing Director / 

Fihta

Jari Knuuttila Senior Officer / Valvira

Anssi Mikola
Chariman of the Board / 

Wellbookers

Jyrki Eklund CEO / Aino Health
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Recruitment

We established two categories for recruitment:

• Entrepreneurs: without VAT number but with a

prototype or pilot concept

• SMEs: with VAT number and a business concept

launched within past two years.

And designed the form to collect all the information.

We asked them for:

• Elevator pitch

• Description of the solution

• Team of work

• The market

• Business model

• Execution

We sent two campaing mails to different contact lists to
reach c. 250 people. We also distributed the campaign mails
via our co-operation organisations in Finland in four major
cities, Tampere, Turku, Kuopio, and Oulu.

Also we contacted with the most important Start-up online
communities in Finland to ask them for help to promote the
event. HealthSpa, Aalto Start-up center and Start Up Sauna
diseeminated the campaign email. The event was also
promoted within eHealth organisations in Estonia, Denmark,
and Sweden.

Through twitter we spread the word with the help of our
followers that retweeted our tweets.

We got 13 applicants. 8 SMEs and entrepreneurs were invited
to take part in the GET on track event at Upgraded Life
Festival.

Altogether 7 SMEs and entrepreneurs participated (due to 1
late cancellation).

The recruitment
was conducted

between 23rd 
April and 28th 
May through
several media:

• Mailing

• Web news

• Facebook

• Twitter
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Methodology

This event was a satellite event of Upgraded Life Festival. The
festival organisers help us with the recruiting, the
dissemination and the organization in the venue.

The event was divided in three different parts.

First, all the entrepreneurs and start-ups pitched their solution
in five minutes in front of the audience. There was time for
two questions after each pitch.

After the pitch session experts were divided into 4 teams in a
private meeting rooms. Entrepreneurs had c. 25 minutes to
make a more detailed presentation about their business
model and get feedback and couching from four expert
teams. Each team had similar type of experts and the teams
were provided with an ice breaker question to guide
discussions to the area of their expertise:

Team 1

What should or should not I do with my business model?

Team 2

How do I know I’m on the right path?

Team 3

How do I find and satisfy my customers?

Team 4

What the ”SYSTEM” can do for my business?

Due to time restriction all entrepreneurs could not discuss with
all the four teams. However, couching sessions were
scheduled based on the company profile to best meet the
current needs of a start-up.

After the 3-4 individual couching sessions, all the participants
returned to the conference room to share their main points
from couching sessions.

The event was
divided in three

different parts.
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Feedback

Feedback Survey

At the following week after the event all participants
received a questionnaire to evaluate the event. We got eight
anonymous responses from 22 participants (response rate 36
%). We did not sent a reminder about the questionnaire
because the Finnish summer holiday season started at the
same week. The questionnaire was sent in Finnish as all
participants could understand the language. At the event
two entrepreneurs preferred to use English as their ‘working
language’.

Participants evaluated the usefulness of the event at the
scale from 1 to 5. Three participants evaluated the event 5 =
’Very useful’ and five evaluated it 4 = ’Useful’ .

SMEs working groups distribution

All participants 
providing 

feedback 
evaluated the 
event as ‘useful’ 
or ‘very useful’.
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Conclusions

During the event entrepreneurs got valuable feedback from
experienced consultants, successful eHealth entrepreneurs,
funding experts, as well as regulation and industry experts.

Entrepreneurs were pleased that they could get a wide
variety of support and feedback to their business in an
efficient way in a short time period. Especially SMEs who had
a clear business concept and are entering into a new
market felt that they got a very valuable feedback and
guiding for the next steps on their business.

Basically all entrepreneurs were very interested in attend
other similar events and some of them plan to apply to Get
on track event in the Netherlands or in the UK.

Most of the experts commented the event as an interesting
and satisfying opportunity to share their cumulated
experience. Especially experienced CEOs of the eHealth
companies were happy to share their knowledge. They saw
this type of events a good opportunity for a quick mentoring
where fresh entrepreneurs can learn from the mistakes and
right decisions they had done with their businesses.

A lesson learned for the next Get on track events was that
due to a short time slots for the couching meetings
entrepreneurs should be better prepared for the discussions.
Also the event organizers should better communicate what
entrepreneurs can expect from each coaching sessions and
emphasize them to focus on one or two main issues related
to their business.

Summarised
business

feedback to
entrepreneurs:

“The value
proposition must
be concrete, 
based on exact
numbers and 
clearly
communicated” 
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Pictures 1
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Pictures 2


